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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the Semantic Tree Unification
Grammar (STUG) which is a new formalism for parsing
spoken language.
The main motivation of this formalism is the combination
of the robustness and simplicity of the classical semantic
grammar to  the  deepness of the traditional syntactic
formalisms.
The key properties of STUG are:  the direct linearization
of the semantic structure, an economical feature structure
and the simplicity of the grammar writing and modification.
STUG was implemented in the OASIS system which is a
system of partial parsing of spontaneous spoken language.
The results of our evaluation are encouraging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of the recent developments of internet technology
and telecommunication in general, spoken language
systems are increasingly used in the context of real world
applications. Aside from the traditional problems which
face the spoken language systems like imperfect accuracy
of speech recognizers and spoken language
extragrammaticalities (incomplete sentences, repetitions,
false starts, etc.), the real world application systems are
usually faced with the following problems:
Ø These systems should provide as deep analysis as

possible for giving a useful interpretation of the
utterances.

Ø They should be used in a large dialogue domain
(multi-domains dialogue), like touristical information
seeking.

Ø The grammar writing and modification should be
simple for allowing the adaptation of the system to the
different modifications of the application domain.

In order to process spoken language two approaches are
used in the literature:
1. Syntactic formalisms: The first approach consists of

using syntactic formalisms like Lexicalized Tree
Adjoining Grammar (LTAG), Head Drived Phrase
Structure Grammar (HPSG), etc. These formalisms are
well adapted for providing a deep interpretation but
they are not suited for the extragrammaticalities
processing. Furthermore, the writing and modification
of this kind of grammar are generally hard for non-
specialists and take a lot of time.

2. Semantic grammar: The other approach consists of
extracting semantic information directly from speech
by means of semantic based grammars, (Ward, 1991),
(Minker, 1996), (Minker et al, 1998), (Mayfield, 1995),
(Woszczyna et al, 1998). Despite its real efficiency
and simplicity, this formalism has no real linguistic
basis and it provides only a shallow semantic
representation.

For combining the advantages of these two approaches, we
propose the Semantic Tree Unification Grammar (STUG).
The key features of this formalism are: the direct
linearization of the semantic structure, an economical
feature structure and the simplicity of the grammar writing
and modification.
The outline of the paper is as the following: in section two,
we present the formal, functional and specific properties of
STUG. In section three, we present the implementation of
STUG in the framework of the OASIS system. Finally
evaluation results and summary follow.

2. THE SEMANTIC TREE
UNIFICATION GRAMMAR (STUG)

1.2. Formal definition
We propose STUG as a hybrid (syntactic-semantic) tree
based formalism. The main difference between STUG and
Tree Adjoining Grammar is that only substitution operation
is used and the tree nodes are labeled by both syntactic and
semantic labels. STUG allows a direct linearization of the
semantic structure. This is possible by the reduction of the
amount of syntactic information, which becomes limited to
the order’s (topological) information of constituents.
Formally, STUG is equivalent to a Context Free Grammar

(CFG). It can be represented by a four-tuple: (Σ, NT, S,
Lt) where:

1. Σ is a final set of terminal symbols;
2. NT is a final set of non-terminal symbols. Non-

terminal symbols can be semantic or syntactic
categories;

3. S is a distinguished non-terminal symbol (S ∈ NT);
4. Lt is a final set of elementary trees.
Furthermore the grammar was equipped with a phonetic
confusion model for avoiding some recognition errors.

2.2. Functional definition
If we consider the functional (practical) point of view, a
grammar like STUG can be defined following three factors:
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(1) output representation, (2) the basic unit of representation,
(3) the combination operation.
1. The output of the grammar: The grammar output is a
logical representation, which encodes utterance’s analysis.
This representation will be produced as a set of labeled
trees, where the labels are primitive (syntactic or semantic)
symbols.
2. Basic units: The basic units are the elementary structures
used in the processing. These structures are subtrees. The
elementary trees can be divided into two parts according to
semantic and syntactic criteria:
a. Local trees: In each local tree, the root is labeled by a
semantic non-terminal symbol. The nodes on the frontiers
are labeled with terminal and non-terminal symbols. The
depth of these trees is limited to two. Local trees are
constructed following two cognitive and linguistic
(semantic/pragmatic) well formedness principles.
Principle of semantic consistence: Each local tree has to
be associated to a non-empty semantic representation.
Principle of semantic non-compositionnality: Each local
tree corresponds to a unique conceptual unit. A conceptual
unit is a set (chunk) of words playing a particular
semantic/pragmatic role in an utterance. These roles involve
a great variety of cognitive and linguistic considerations
(Andrews, 1985) such as :
Topicality of the utterance: In topic comment articulation,
some chunks usually play the role of the topic, which
indicates what the utterance is about. The comment, which
is the remainder of the sentence, provides information about
the topic. This factor is used both in the choice of the
elementary trees as well as the representation of their
relations.
Given vs. Non-given: What the system is presumed to know
a priori (via the task model: frames) vs. what it doesn’t
know.
Importance: what is forwarded as important vs. what is
backwarded as secondary.
Specificity: whether the speaker is referring to a particular
instance of an entity or to this entity itself.

                                   S

      Formule_demande      Objet_demande

      
Formule_demande
Objet_demandé

     

     NP          SV

    Je       voudrais               chambre
Caract_chambre

Figure. 1. A sample of local and global trees in  STUG

b. Global trees: In each global tree the root nodes and leaf
nodes are labeled by non-terminal symbols. The global trees
serve to combine local trees into derivation trees. A sample

of one local and two global trees is presented in figure 1.
In STUG the nodes are decorated by a set of features. These
features can be simple syntactic feature like (person,
number, gender, etc.) or semantic Macro Features MFs. A
semantic MF is a simplified version of all the syntactic
features of a lexical item. An MF is used instead of the
classical features when the context
 allows to prime the lexical unit semantically. Further more,
the use of MFs instead of classical features make the
grammar writing and modification easier. In STUG there
are two types of features:
a. Top features: indicate the relation with the directly

dominant node or with the nodes from the same level.
b. Bottom features: indicate the nature of the relation

with the directly dominated nodes.
A sample of feature structures is presented in figure 2.

             Top:
form_demande

NP = Bottom: [pers_pron: subject

                            Nombre: sing/pl
   

       Top:
form_demande

V = Bottom: [verbe_volonté*]

Figure 2.  Sample of feature structures

3. The combination operation: the unification is the only
composition operation in STUG. The unification is a partial
function on pairs of labeled trees. The composition of tree a
and tree b, written as a° …°b, is defined if the label on the
root node of b is identical to the label on the leftmost non-
terminal leaf node of a and if the top feature of the
dominated node is identical to the bottom feature of the
dominant node.

3.2.  Specific properties of STUG
1. Lexicon
STUG is not a lexicalized formalism. In other words, an
elementary tree is not obligatorily anchored by a lexical
item. The lexical disambiguation advantage of the
lexicalization is compensated with the MFs, which allow
the selection of the lexical items by taking into account the
semantic context.
2. Contextual ambiguity resolution
Sometimes, an elementary tree can be associated to more
than one semantic representation. This ambiguity can be
resolved by taking into account the context in which the
tree is located. For example, the utterance: je voudrais
réserver une chambre pour deux personnes  (I want to
reserve a room for two persons). This utterance is
interpreted as a reservation demand if it is followed by the
tree nom_client (client_name) like pour monsieur Martin
(for Mr. Martin). This same utterance is interpreted as an
information demand (demand_inf_chambre) if it is not
followed by a client name and particularly if it is preceded
by the elementary tree opening greeting like: bonjour
(hello). This ambiguity is resolved by the three following
global trees:
• [[demande_réservation] [[formule_de_demande]

[objet_dem_chambre]  [nom_client]]]



• [[demande_inf_chambre][[formule_de_demande]
[objet_dem_chambre]]]

• [[demande_inf_chambre][[salut_ouv]
[formule_de_demande] [objet_dem_chambre]]]

3. Construction of semantic representation
The unification process can easily build representations
following two principles:
i- Simple feature inheritance: like the non-terminal

Salut_ouverture which is directly used in the final
semantic representation of the utterance in figure
3.

ii- Inductive feature inheritance: this mechanism
allows to directly induct one semantic feature
from two or more features. For example, in figure
3; the feature: dem_inf_rés_chambre is directly
inducted from the features: form_dem  and
objet_dem:chambre. This induction is done by a
simple inference rule.

4. Homophones processing
homophones and quasi-homophones are one of the  main
problems which face spoken language systems. For
resolving this problem, the grammar was equipped with a
simple confusion table, allowing,  in case of impossible
parsing, to try an other graphical form.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

STUG was implemented in the framework of OASIS which
is a serial architecture composed of the following modules
(KURDI, 2000 a):
1. The input of OASIS is the best recognition list of

RAPHAEL which is an adaptation to French language
of the CMU’s JANUS system.

2. A preprocessing module allows to detect and correct
spoken language extragrammaticalities (KURDI, 2000
b).

3. A parsing module based on a Recursive Transition
Network extended by a selective strategy.

Our implementation is done on a corpus of 184 dialogues of
hotel reservation (about 166 KB). The corpus was obtained
by simulating a man-machine dialogue situation (Hollard,
1997). Only a sub-corpus of 130 dialogues was used in the
grammar writing.

1.3. A Sample of sentence analysis
The processing of the utterance je voudrais euh je voudrais
réserver une chambre pour deux personnes (I want uh I
want to reserve a room for  two persons) is done as the
following:
1. The product of the speech recognizer is the following:

je voudrais je voudrais réserver une chambre pour de
personne. The speech recognizer produces the
utterance except of the hesitation euh and creates two
errors. The first one consists of replacing deux (two)
by de (of) (de and deux are quasi homophones in
French) and it doesn’t write the plural mark s at the
end of personne.

2. The preprocessing module detects and corrects the
repetition  je voudrais.

3. The parsing module processes the corrected utterance
je voudrais réserver une chambre pour de personne
which still contains two grammatical errors. The
system corrects de to deux with the phonetic confusion
model and parses the Nb_personnes  tree without
considering the number coordination problem between
deux and personnes .

                     S  [ sal_ouverture + dem_inf_rés_chambre]

                                                                       

           Salut_ouverture               Form_dem                                  Objet_dem:
chambre

 
  

      Itj                       SN              V           Rés :Chambre
Carct_ch : Nb_personnes

                         

                                                                                                                                                                          
------------------------------       V. aux.      Det       N            Prep    Det        N

            Bonjour                Je    voudrais       Réserver   une chambre           pour   deux
personne

Figure. 3. A sample derivation tree



The output of the system is a derivation tree which is the
product of the combination of the elementary trees
presented in figure 1 with some others. This derivation
tree is presented in figure 3.

4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The system was tested on a corpus of 320 utterances (2705
words extracted from 54 dialogues). The test’s results are
presented in table 1.
Our recall rate shows an acceptable coverage of the grammar
and the robustness of the parser. The good precision rate of our
results shows the efficiency of global trees (used for the context
modeling) in parsing disambiguation. At the word level, our
system achieves a good coverage rate (approximately 80%).

The main reasons of parsing errors are under-generativity of the
grammar (incompleteness of rules corresponding to some
concepts), speech recognition errors, and deletion of some trees
by selective strategy.

% Parsed words % parsed trees

Recall 78,8 86,8
Precision 88,3 84,2

Table 1. The system results

In comparison1 to the other results that have been reported in
the literature like L’ATIS system (Minker, 1996) which gives a
recall rate of 85,6% of correct parsing and the OVIS system
(Van noord, 1998) which gives a recall rate of 82% of correct
parsing, we can say that our results are encouraging.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented The Semantic Tree Unification
Grammar. The main motivation of this formalism is to combine
the robustness and the simplicity of the traditional semantic
grammar to the deepness of the syntactic formalisms. The key
properties of this formalism are:
1. A direct interaction between syntax and semantics which

allows more flexible parsing of speech recognition output.
2. A simple feature structure allowing to obtain detailed

semantic representation in a simple way.
3. A simple and efficient ways for ambiguity resolution.
For avoiding the under-generativity (which is the main reason
of the parsing failure) we intend to use a larger corpus. A multi-
domain grammar is also under preparation.
An advanced version of this formalism is under study. We are
particularly interested in extending STUG for enabling it to
represent complex linguistic phenomena like relative and
negative utterances and discourse connectors in a task
independent way.

                                                
1 The comparison with other systems results is approximative

because their dialogue tasks and their test conditions are not
identical to ours.
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